PARTIES AT
THE SKYBOAT
CAFE
2021

WELCOME
Hey there!
How exciting you're planning something special at the
Skyboat Cafe and would like us to get involved and create
something bespoke for you. We're truly exciting about
working together!

The beauty of bespoke is that it means every event is
different and unique, so here are some of the services we
offer at the Skyboat.

If you still have questions, just get in touch! We are here
for you every step of the way.

Luena

hello@partycouture.co.uk
01172 510070
@partycoutureuk
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BALLOONS
Everyone seems to be in love with balloon installations now.
When we consider how they went from party ugly duckling
to the WOW factor of any decor, it's unsurprising really. We
only work with high-grade, premium, latex balloons, which
are biodegradable. All our installations use layering/double
stuffing technique, whereby each balloon is stuffed with
another balloon to create an unique shade and deliver a
matt, rich, high quality effect.

01.

02.

03.

INSTALLATIONS
From £80/metre

BALLOON STRUCTURES
From £220

FLORALS/ SIGNAGE HIRE
From £25

Our installations feature
balloons of different sizes
to create an organic
effect. They can go on a
wall or be fixed to any
surface you desire. We
recommend no less than
2M for impact. Special
concession rate of £80/m
when combined with a
picnic hire service (£90/m
otherwise).

We've got stand-alone
options that combine
balloons with a metal
frames, which we then add
other elements such as
fringes to create interest.
Those can be placed
anywhere without any
surface to support them.

Want to add even more
wow? Combine balloons
with it elements such as
flowers, pampas grass or
personalised signage.
All options are curated
specially to complement
your designs seemingly.

"NOBODY CAN BE UNCHEERED
WITH A BALLOON"

A. A. Milne
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THE ULTIMATE LIST OF
KIDS'

LUXE
PICNIC
PARTIES
01.

02.

PICNIC TABLE HIRE

PICNIC TABLESCAPING
up to 10 guests - £185
11-16 guests - £230
17-22 guests - £280

As beautiful on their own
as they're alongside some
Hip Hip magic. Each of
our wooden purpose
professionally-built, low
picnic table(s) sits up to 8
mini-VIPs or adults.
We offer Sky Boat clients
a special hire +
tablesblescaping service
for a complete party.

The tablescaping service
includes everything you
need and will be
personalised to your
theme/colour scheme:
cushions, rugs, ottomans
vases, placemats, runners
and silk floral/ foliage
arrangements and eco
tableware.

03.

04.

PICNIC PERSONALISED
BOXES
£4/guest

BALLOON DECOR
From £80/metre
(otherwise £90/metre)

Want to add an extra
layer of cuteness to your
tablescaping? We can
provide bespoke picnic
boxes to your setup, to
match your theme, colour
scheme and add your
little guests names.

Enjoy a special concession
rate for balloon decorations
when combined with our
picnic tablescaping. Even
more reason to go for the
full shebang, right?

WHEN YOU WANT TO GO THE FULL MONTY

MAKING IT
UNFORGETTABLE
PERSONALISED PARTY BAGS
£10/guest
Have you got lovely gifts sorted and would like to
make them extra memorable? We've got gorgeous
canvas or jute options to personalise to your theme
and guests' names.

BACKGROUND HIRE
Available individually or as a set
Small £35, Medium £45, Large £55
Full set £110
We LOVE the Skyboat's decor and the neutral pallet of the
party room makes it the most perfect canvas for any theme
you've got in mind. But, if you'd like to make it even personal,
we've got gorgeous backgrounds that can be personallised
with your party's colour pallet and coordinated with the
balloons to the most instagrammable effect!

TAKE HOME GIFTS
£30 curation fee + from £12/guest

We can research, curate and purchase unique, tasteful gifts
to match your theme and work with your budget to find an
unique option you feel is the right one for you.

“THERE'S MORE
TO LIFE THAN
PARTIES.
THERE'RE ALSO
AFTERPARTIES”

HIRING

PARTY

COUTURE

WHAT TO EXPECT
We understand that most of the time it'll be the first time you'll be using
most of those services. Unless you're in the industry or done some research
already you won't know the price of a balloon garland, or the hourly rate of a
bartender. So we know that until you actually know the price of your dream
items you can't make informed decisions. It's totally ok to change your mind,
or add more ideas to the mix (we'll often suggest a few things you might not
have thought about as well).
Then it's the stage when you pick the elements you definitely want to
proceed with now that you know how much they’d cost and, if there’s a
range of prices, which range suits your budget best. We do it this way so our
clients can decide what’s the best way to move forward. After all, it’s YOUR
party.

Your quote will have an itemised cost for each service, so you'll be able to tell
what you're paying for our services and what's a 3rd party cost that you'd pay
even if you were DIY. We believe in transparency with pricing and as we offer
a service to organise suppliers, we don't charge any commission - if the
supplier charges £x, you'll be charged £x.

Once you are happy to proceed, we’ll invoice you for the agreed amount and
ask for a 30% deposit. This secures your date and agreement to our T&Cs. Full
payment will be required no later than 10 days before the actual event.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS,
PLEASE GET IN TOUCH.

Thank you!
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CONTACT

E: HELLO@PARTYCOUTURE.CO.UK
W: WWW.PARTYCOUTURE.CO.UK
PARTYCOUTUREUK
COTHAM, BRISTOL
PH: 01172 510070

